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Abstract 

This paper elucidates a case study of assimilating visual cues of Indian-ness and 
technology-ness in the design of a signage typeface for an Indian technical institute.   The 
type face of a technical institute should reflect not only its primary function but also its 
cultural context.  Though there are ample numbers of available typefaces, none of the 
fonts adequately reflect both Indian-ness and technology-ness.  

Therefore, the author did a case study of existing typefaces being used by Indian Institute 
of Technology Kanpur. It was observed that there were significant variations in the 
selection of typefaces used in various contexts throughout the Institute- signages, letter 
heads, posters, the official websites and other paraphernalia like cups and T-shirts. The 
lack of a unique typeface reflected in the identity of the Institute besides affecting the 
stylistic coherence of its visual representations across content as well as medium. The 
author attempted to study these deviations and conceptualize a new signage typeface for 
the Institute that reflected the cues of both Indian-ness and technology-ness  

Visual cues were drawn from instances of Indian culture found in Indian Mughal 
architecture, script and miniature paintings and that of cutting edge technology from 
latest technology electronics, computer, and phones amongst others. The common 
significant attributes were selected from 100 two dimensional images randomly selected 
from Google images. The significant attributes were assimilated with each other to make 
more than 100 variation of types.    

A user study of 7 participants was virtually held on a single glyph of every type style on 
selected parameters of evaluation. The visual characteristics of the selected glyph were 
then imbibed on to other letter forms.  

The conclusions of this paper mainly focus on the methodology of assimilation of visual 
cues in a typeface besides generating iterations in typestyles. 
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1. Introduction 

Every organization needs an identity that represents the desirable characteristics and 
personality traits that people associate with the institution. A strong identity gives the 
public a set of instant positive images that build confidence, trust, and respect. One very 
important way to build a strong identity is through consistent use of visual images, and a 
recognizable look and feel to published materials.  

A logotype and typeface for an Institute or for any company defines its identity. The 
Typeface reflects the characteristics and values of the institute. You wouldn’t use a 
cursive font for a Technical Institute since the typeface is too whimsical. For this you 
would need a stronger font.  

Font selection is a powerful tool that can portray messages beyond that of the words it 
writes. The typeface is a subliminal persuader that will not only grab the attention of its 
audience, but also set the tone of the medium. In fact, it is perceived to be so important 
that large ‘organizations’ often spend large amounts in developing their own unique font. 
That’s one of the reasons why companies like VW, Ikea and Opel have their own Corporate 
Fonts. So do IBM and Mercedes whose types are well recognized and under copyright for 
protecting and maintaining the consistency of the identity of the 
corporation. Many popular brands are instantly recognizable by their font (think IBM, Coca-
Cola, Ferrari, Disney, etc.) It is quite evident that if Mercedes-Benz would change their 
corporate font into Comic Sans it would also change their whole Corporate Identity. It 
really makes a difference whether a company presents itself with a standard type or a 
well-designed font. 

 

2. Studying typefaces used by Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur 

Every organization is unique, and the identity must spring from the organization own 
roots, its personality, its strengths and its weakness (Olins, 1989). Typefaces do more than 
spell words. Used consistently, they can in themselves become images or symbols for a 
brand. Identity of an organization can be created through type by Consistent use of 
typeface, uniqueness, Clear and instantly identified type, cohesive, association and 
frequency of exposure to the audience. The typefaces used by IIT Kanpur are varied from 
place to place. The typefaces used by it are times new roman, Calibri, Arial and display 
typefaces so there is lack of consistency in the typefaces, Use of different typefaces at 
different places decreases the frequency of exposure of a single typeface to audience and 
hence the visual recognition of the institute becomes difficult. The fonts used by institute 
are used almost everywhere, so its individualism decrease. The usage of current standard 
typefaces does not make the intent and domain of the institute clear, hence there is need 
to work with new fonts for an institution to create identity of which is dedicated to the 
institute to describe its personality.  

A case study of existing typefaces being used by Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur. It 
was observed that there were significant variations in the selection of typefaces used in 
various contexts throughout the Institute- signages, letter heads, posters, the official 
websites and other paraphernalia like cups and T-shirts. For signage’s purposes sans serif 
font like Calibri and Arial are used. In the main website of the IIT Kanpur Times new 
roman is used as the main heading and on t-shirts different kinds of display fonts are used. 
(Refer to Fig. 1) The lack of a unique typeface reflected in the identity of the Institute 
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besides affecting the stylistic coherence of its visual representations across content as 
well as medium.  

 The fonts which are used to create identity of the institute are English roman fonts which 
already have particular personality and mood associated to it for eg. Times new roman is a 
Formal font. So these typefaces are unable to create Indian identity for the institute. 

There are some English fonts which have Hindi essence to it but these fonts are very less 
in number.  For ex. samarkan, it is based on Hindi calligraphy, some characteristics from 
Devanagri script is used in the font like the bar.  

                     

                                        Fig no 1. Samarkan font 

Devine Town is based on the Indian font, Devanagari. Character styles were manipulated 
to create roman letterforms. The initial concept was to fuse together two completely 
different cultures through typography.  

                          

                                         Fig no 2. Devine Town font 

But these fonts cannot be used in a technical institute because they are very curvilinear in 
nature. We need a Font which is balanced between Indian and technical feel. 

 

 

         

 

Fig no.3:  Variations of fonts used by IIT Kanpur- Times new roman, Calibri and Arial 
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3. Problem statement 

Due to lack of coherence and uniqueness in visual identity of IIT Kanpur, there is need to 
design a new signage typeface for the institute to retain its identity. 

4. Design problem 

To design a signage typeface for Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur that reflect the 
traits of both Indian-ness and Technical-ness in it. 

5. Visual cues for Indian-ness and technology 

A cue is a signal of something or a reminder of something. It brings to mind something 
from past knowledge or previous experience that provides a framework of meaning that 
can be used to interpret the sign. 

Mood boards for Indian-ness and technology are made to extract visual cues for the 
typeface design. Firstly, Images related to both the areas were randomly selected from 
the internet and these images were put together in form of mood boards. 

The images related to cutting edge technology are selected and the images related to 
Indian-ness like Mughal Architecture, Indian script and miniature paintings. After analyzing 
every image in the mood boards, we got visual cues.  

 
Visual Clues for technology 
•Basic shapes 

•Color –White, black, sliver 

•Sharpe edges, rounded corners 

•Glossy 

•Geometrical structure 

•Sleek 

•Faceting at edges 
 
Visual Cues for Indian-ness 

•Vividly colored 

•Rich detailing 

•Ornamentation 

•Thin lines  

•Curvilinear features 
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Fig no. 4: Technology Mood board 

 

 

Fig no. 5: Indian Mood board 

 

6. Typeface Design process 

My first step towards development of a type face was to understand the proportions of all 
alphabets, so I started drawing Times new Roman and Calibri characters. After having 
understanding of characters then move on to the development of new typeface design. I 
started with drawing different type style (fig no. 6). This was a stepping stone in the 
development. 
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Fig no. 6: hand- drawn letters 

 

The main motive is here to imbibe visual cues which are extracted out of mood boards. I 
took one visual cue from both and start creating different typestyles. For more 
exploration, I added more visual cues to experiment with the designed type style. I then 
start making categories for the type styles on the bases of visual cues as shows in Fig no. 
7. 

 

Illustration how visual cues are imbibed on a single glyph  

 

 

 

 

Visual cues for         Visual feature of                          These two cues are combined and  
Curvilinear feature    basic shape                                imbibed on the single glyph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual cues for         Visual feature of                          These two cues are combined and  
doorway feature         sharp edges                              imbibed on the single glyph 
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1. Arched Doorway and Mac features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Chip ,doorway and clues from miniature 

 

 

 

 

3. Indian script and Mac features  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Towers and aerodynamics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         Fig No. 7: categories of typestyle formed. 
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6.1 User Testing and results 

After exploring different typestyles, then 52 typestyles are tested with users on a scale of 
0-10. A user study of 7 participants including students, designers and professors was 
virtually held on a single glyph of every type style on selected parameters of evaluation. 
These parameters are how Indian the font is looking and how technical the font is looking, 
readability and legibility. Rating of all the parameters for a single typestyle was sum up 
and the top 10 fonts are selected from each user testing. These typestyles are selected for 
further variation on the basis of higher rating. These are the highest ratings of 7 
participants from 1- 1as shows in fig no.8. 

                                          Fig no. 8: User rating of fonts 

 

 

 

                          Fig no. 9: Selected fonts for further iterations 

 

According to the result of user testing, some styles are selected and iterations are done on 
the same type styles. Further exploration of these selected typestyles on the basis of 
typographic parameters- contrast and stroke width (Fig no. 10, 11). 
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Fig no. 10: Iteration of selected Typestyles 

 

 

Fig no. 11: Iteration of selected Typestyles 
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Final font is selected on the basis of higher rating in user testing and which having 
technical n Indian look to it and which is readable and legible. The visual characteristics of 
the selected glyph were then imbibed on to other letter forms. Added Typographic 
illusions to the fonts and again re-test it for legibility and readability. 

 

 

                        Fig no. 12: Final font: thin and thick stroke 

After the Font is hand drawn it is converted into digital format using Fontlab Studio 5. 

 

 

                                 Fig no. 13: Digitally made final font 
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Some picture to illustrate how IIT Kanpur look in the new designed font (Fig no. 14) 

 

 

 

Fig no.14: Some examples of the newly designed font 
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7. Conclusion 

 The conclusions of this paper mainly focus on the methodology of assimilation of 
visual cues in a typeface besides generating iterations in typestyles. The idea of 
assimilating visual cues from Indian-ness and technology in a typeface presents 
immense scope for innovative exploration in the field of type design. One visual 
cue from both the areas are selected are assimilated into a glyph. More exploration 
is done in the typestyle by adding more visual cues to the glyph. Here, used 
different permutation and combination of cues and those are integrated on testing 
glyph. 

 The type face of a technical institute should reflect not only its primary function 
but also its cultural context. It should reflects the core function i.e. in this case 
it’s a technical institute so it should represents technology in the typeface it is 
using, formal. And the other thing is its cultural context in this case this is an 
Indian institute so it should also represent the Indian context of it, which is missing 
in typefaces which are used by it now. The study shows that the technical 
institutes don’t have a particular typeface for themselves, thus this study caters to 
the need for a specific typeface for an Indian technical institutes. 

 In particular, this study looked at how the visual cueing process works in the 
development typestyle of particular style. Various pictures taken randomly from 
internet and made mood boards for Indian-ness and Technology. The analysis of the 
each picture in the mood board is done. Visual cues for technology are basic 
geometrical shapes, Color –white, black, sliver, Sharpe edges, Glossy, Geometrical 
structure, Sleek, Faceting at edges, rounded corners. Visual cues for Indian-ness 
for miniature painting, Mughal architecture, Indian scripts are vividly colored, rich 
detailing, ornamentation, thin lines, and curvilinear feature. 

 Selection of significant attributes from the visual imagery from both areas (Indian-
ness and technology) are compiled together to form different variations on a single 
glyph. Color attribute is not selected because font is made in black and white. 
Glossy and faceting at edges feature are not selected because it’s a 2d type, these 
attributes are used to give more realism to the type. Only those attribute are 
selected which have significance to this type design. After selecting the attributes, 
took one visual cue from both and start creating different typestyles. For more 
exploration, added more visual cues to experiment with the designed type style. 
Permutation and combination of visual cues are formed for exploring more 
typestyles. 

 The fonts are selected on the basis of the user testing. Users are asked to rate 
every type style on the scale of 0-5 on basis of Indian-ness and technical-ness, 
readability and legibility in a font. On the basis of user testing, some styles are 
selected and iterations are done on the same type styles. Further iteration of these 
selected typestyles on the basis of typographic parameters- contrast and stroke 
width. 
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